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A Song of Gladness
2021-04-29

travel the globe on an inspiring journey through the animal kingdom a song of gladness is a timely reminder of the beauty and importance of the natural world from two of today s most celebrated children s book creators from
a blackbird in a devon garden to leopards in the african savanna hibernating bears and chimpanzees high in the forest canopy a song of gladness reminds us all of our connection with nature and with each other and the urgent
need for us to join together in caring for the planet and every creature in it former children s laureate and cilip carnegie medal winner sir michael morpurgo s beautiful story is both moving and full of hope the illustrations from
twice cilip kate greenaway winning emily gravett are breathtaking this gorgeous book is a classic in the making and the perfect gift for any animal and nature lover

戦火の馬
2012-01

馬と少年の奇跡の物語 話題の映画の原作

The Snowman
2022-01-25

beloved children s author michael morpurgo has re imagined raymond briggs classic the snowman for a new generation of readers one december morning james is thrilled to wake up to see snow falling he spends the whole
day making his perfect snowman he has coal eyes an old green hat and scarf and a tangerine nose just like the snowman from his favourite story that night something magical happens the snowman comes to life he and james
take to the skies on a magical adventure where they meet someone very special inspired by the timeless tale michael morpurgo and robin shaw have created the perfect christmas story for the whole family the snowman is
the perfect festive read for all the family for little ones the snowman board book for younger children the snowman classic picture book with no words for younger readers the snowman and snowdog a picture book with words
for 7 readers the snowman retold by michael morpurgo

ケンスケの王国
2002-09

遭難した少年と旧日本兵の老人との出会い

よみがえれ白いライオン
2001-02-10

不思議な絆で結ばれた少年と白いライオン

Alone on a Wide Wide Sea
2010-08-19

discover the beautiful stories of michael morpurgo author of warhorse and the nation s favourite storyteller how far would you go to find yourself the lyrical life affirming new novel from the bestselling author of private peaceful
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Using Stories to Support Learning and Development in Early Childhood
2021-04-21

this book is an exploration of story and its importance in early childhood it provides a thorough theoretical foundation and considers how to practically implement the use of stories to aid children s wellbeing and holistic
development the chapters cover topics including cognitive and emotional development creativity play mathematics language development and trauma and healing it is an ideal resource for early years practitioners parents
and all those working in early childhood who are looking to encourage creativity build agency and foster positive communication in children s lives

Reading by Right
2017-06-08

literacy has now been recognized as a human right for over 50 years in several international declarations and initiatives every child has a right to read and we have a social responsibility as parents teachers librarians
publishers booksellers campaigners and policy makers to ensure that they are able to exercise that right reading by right successful strategies to ensure every child can read to succeed provides a collection of chapters from
international experts covering aspects of overcoming reading difficulties or reading reluctance in children and young people the book reveals strategies that are proving effective in overcoming barriers to reading from birth to
teens looking at practices and projects from around the globe and revealing some common principles and drivers that have generated success content covered includes an examination of the current state of reading in the uk
and internationally and what the latest research tells us about children who are failing to readhow youngsters become reluctant readers and how to improve the situation for everyoneexamples of successful projects from the
republic of korea and finland countries that consistently perform well in reading tests and international league tablesanalysis of diversity in publishing and children s books drawing on expertise from authors and publishers this
book will be valuable for readers from all those professions that engage with young people and families and with the development of literacy including librarians teachers service managers consultants and other professional
practitioners and also to concerned parents

The Silver Swan
2001

a boy living by a scottish loch sees a beautiful silver swan land on the water she remains at the loch mates and there are soon five cygnets too the boy watches them in awe and pride when snowy winter sets in all the birds
and animals around the loch must scavenge desperately for food the fox also has cubs to feed a remarkably dramatic and compassionate story about nature magnificently told and stunningly illustrated with sweeping pastel
landscapes

アーニャは、きっと来る
2020-03

第二次世界大戦下のフランス山間部の村 羊飼いの少年ジョーは ユダヤ人の子どもたちと出会い その逃亡に協力することに

Michael Morpurgo
2013-10-08

this innovative series is designed to help primary teachers plan focused sessions on the work of popular well loved and valued authors both classic and contemporary each book contains a range of activities for use directly in
the classroom covering biographical information about the author a review of the author s work and a summary of major themes in his her key texts key language features of the author frameworks to help children analyze
evaluate and compare texts and to develop personal opinions of authors works ideas for writing modeled on or developed from key texts speaking and listening opportunities drama and role play ideas and references to video
cd rom websites and ict activities inside each book is a full color pullout poster illustrating the work of the author which also has a set of challenges for children on the back michael morpurgo is the author of over 60 books for
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children including sam s duck the butterfly lion the wreck of the zanzibar and kensuke s kingdom beginning with a detailed plan for structuring a half term s work on michael morpurgo this book presents activities that focus on
narrative structure character development settings and themes activities and games include focus on biography writing blurbs role playing ask the author creating a magazine article web page about the author exploring key
themes including bullies not liking school caring for animals relationships with older people and farm and country life creating a character sketch writing in role focusing on time with a story web analyzing setting and an in
depth study of the butterfly lio

Poppy Field
2018-10-04

a new illustrated story celebrating the poppy s history michael morpurgoand michael foremanhave teamed up with the royal british legionto tell an original story that explains the meaning behind the poppy in flanders fields
young martens knows his family s story for it is as precious as the faded poem hanging in their home from a poor girl comforting a grieving soldier to an unexpected meeting of strangers to a father s tragic death many
decades after treaties were signed war has shaped martens s family in profound ways it is their history as much as any nation s they remember they grieve they honour the past this book also includes a full colour illustrated
afterword that explains the history that inspired the story

Barney the Horse and Other Tales from the Farm
2024-02

now in its ninth edition selling rights has firmly established itself as the leading guide to all aspects of rights sales and co publications throughout the world covering the full range of potential rights from english language
territorial rights through to serial rights permissions rights for the reading impaired translation rights dramatization and documentary rights electronic and multimedia rights this book constitutes a comprehensive introduction
and companion to the topic besides individual types of rights topics covered also include book fairs open access the ongoing impact of new electronic hardware and the rights implications of acquisitions mergers and disposals
this fully updated edition includes new ip legislation and proposed legislation in the uk and the usa including changes regarding tdm and the post brexit implications of eu directives and exhaustion of rights the implications of
artificial intelligence ai for author contracts and licensing contracts the impact of the pandemic and its aftermath on the promotion and sale of rights coverage of censorship in countries around the world especially in relation to
lgbtqi content as well as political situations which have impacted on rights trading the impact of streaming services on opportunities for licensing television and film rights major revisions to the chapters on audio and video
recording rights the internet and publishing and electronic publishing and digital licensing selling rights is an essential reference tool and an accessible and illuminating guide to current and future issues for rights professionals
and students of publishing

Selling Rights
2024-07-08

the life of michael morpurgo as a biography and autobiographical stories

Michael Morpurgo
2012

a top 10 children s fiction bestseller a beautifully illustrated full colour tribute to king charles iii published to mark his coronation from the bestselling creators of there once is a queen

The Boy Who Would Be King
2023-04-13
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joy and heartbreak combine in this bittersweet tale of a champion greyhound s journey through life and from owner to owner the sack wasn t just drifting gently along like everything else it was turning of its own accord there
was definitely something inside it struggling against the side of the plastic bag kicking at it squeaking and squealing in terror he had no idea what it might be only that it was alive and in danger of drowning when patrick saves
a litter of greyhound puppies from the canal he can t bear to hand them all over to the rspca he pleads with his parents couldn t he just keep one of them but nothing will convince them and patrick cries himself to sleep only to
be woken by a greyhound puppy licking his face patrick christens his puppy best mate and that s what he becomes patrick s favourite thing is to watch best mate running at full stretch on the heath a speeding bullet a cheetah
dog until one day best mate is kidnapped by a greyhound trainer and begins a new life as a champion race dog suzie the greyhound trainer s step daughter loves best mate on first sight and gives him a new name bright eyes
but what will happen when he can t run any more

The Publishers Weekly
2000

孫娘からパソコンの使い方を教わったマイケル マクロードは インターネットで自分の家系を調べることにした やがて遠い親戚からメールが届き ひいひいひいひいひいおじいさんのロビー マクロードがのこしたという遺言書を見せてもらう それは 最後のオオカミ と題された回想録で むごい戦争の時代を ともに孤児として生きぬいた少年とオオカミの物語だった 小学中級から

Born to Run
2007

a young journalist goes to venice italy to interview a famous violinist who tells the story of his parents incarceration by the nazis and explains why they can no longer listen to the music of mozart

最後のオオカミ
2017-12-30

unlock the more straightforward side of kensuke s kingdom with this concise and insightful summary and analysis this engaging summary presents an analysis of kensuke s kingdom by michael morpurgo an exciting adventure
novel in which a young boy named michael is swept overboard during a storm while sailing around the world with his family and left stranded on a desert island with his pet dog however he soon crosses paths with the island s
only other inhabitant an irascible japanese man named kensuke despite the many differences between them michael and kensuke soon become fast friends but both of them will have to choose between their peaceful life on
the island and the uncertainty of returning to civilisation michael morpurgo is one of britain s most popular and prolific writers of children s fiction and served as the children s laureate between 2003 and 2005 find out
everything you need to know about kensuke s kingdom in a fraction of the time this in depth and informative reading guide brings you a complete plot summary character studies key themes and symbols questions for further
reflection why choose brightsummaries com available in print and digital format our publications are designed to accompany you in your reading journey the clear and concise style makes for easy understanding providing the
perfect opportunity to improve your literary knowledge in no time see the very best of literature in a whole new light with brightsummaries com

The Mozart Question
2015-11

this first new novel in two years from the nation s favourite storyteller is a sweeping story of love and rescue an unforgettable journey to the greek island of ithaca and back in time to world war two

Kensuke's Kingdom by Michael Morpurgo (Book Analysis)
2018-08-21

a stunning gift collection of animal poems from master storyteller michael morpurgo celebrating with heart and humour the creatures with whom we share our planet
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When Fishes Flew
2021-09-30

heroism or cowardice a stunning story of the first world war from a master storyteller full of warmth as well as grief conveying vividly how precious it is to be alive sunday times as young thomas peaceful looks back over his
childhood from the battlefields of the first world war his memories are full of family life deep in the countryside but the clock is ticking and every moment tommo spends remembering how things used to be means another
moment closer to something that will change his life for ever

Carnival of the Animals
2021-10-28

just imagine is an exciting unique and versatile resource that provides teachers with practical and stimulating creative writing activities for fiction non fiction and poetry taking three different but interconnected media by which
to generate and explore creative writing text and themes images and music the book cd offers inspiration for a wide range of creative writing workshops the books is organised into three sections texts and themes 8 theme
based sections that use a variety of texts interview clips and discussion points to explore such topics as memories dreams school life friendships outsiders journeys time and the wild images a gallery of photographs and
illustrations in a range of styles and forms encompassing a range of themes including characters landscapes events and objects music a cd which features instrumental tracks and soundscapes of different styles moods and
tempos this second edition includes three brand new tracks on the cd as well as many new images texts and also interview clips with high profile children s authors sets of activities and teachers notes accompany each of the
selected pieces and stimuli throughout all of which can be easily adapted according to the needs of individual classes just imagine offers a wealth of material to help children develop confidence with their writing deepen their
understanding of the creative process and above all enjoy their creativity it will appeal to primary and secondary english teachers as well as students studying on undergraduate and postgraduate initial teacher education
courses in primary english literacy pgce secondary english and undergraduate courses in creative writing

Private Peaceful
2023-08-03

trainee and beginning teachers often find the teaching of grammar especially challenging this popular text provides the subject knowledge you need to teach grammar punctuation and spelling and explores how to teach it
detailed examples of effective lessons show you how to engage children s interest in some of the more formal aspects of writing throughout activities and practical examples demonstrate how you can translate this learning for
the classroom this fourth edition has been updated to include new content on developing children s vocabulary a subject knowledge audit has been added to support you to assess your level of knowledge and confidence and
to identify areas for development all chapters are now linked to the ccf

Just Imagine
2012-03-12

this book explores creative writing and its various relationships to education through a number of short evocative chapters written by key players in the field at times controversial the book presents issues ideas and pedagogic
practices related to creative writing in and around education with a focus on higher education the volume aims to give the reader a sense of contemporary thinking and to provide some alternative points of view offering
examples of how those involved feel about the relationship between creative writing and education many of the contributors play notable roles in national and international organizations concerned with creative writing and
education the book also includes a foreword by philip gross who won the 2009 ts eliot prize for poetry

War Horse Lit Link Gr. 7-8
2021-12-22
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an e book edition of war horse with movie stills behind the scenes photos storyboards and more in 1914 joey a beautiful bay red foal with a distinctive cross on his nose is sold to the army and thrust into the midst of the war
on the western front with his officer he charges toward the enemy witnessing the horror of the battles in france but even in the desolation of the trenches joey s courage touches the soldiers around him and he is able to find
warmth and hope but his heart aches for albert the farmer s son he left behind will he ever see his true master again

Teaching Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling in Primary Schools
2015-04-01

three war plays by michael morpurgo author of war horse dramatised by simon reade private peaceful relives the short life of tommo growing up in rural devon before fighting the battles and facing the injustices of the first
world war in toro toro young antonito liberates his favourite bull from the ritualised killing of the bullfight as he tries to escape the spanish civil war in the mozart question paolo levi discovers the astonishing truth about his
parents flight to venice from the gas chambers of the second world war each play is accompanied by an introduction from michael morpurgo

Creative Writing and Education
2012-02-01

this innovative series is designed to help primary teachers plan focused sessions on the work of popular well loved and valued authors both classic and contemporary each book contains a range of activities for use directly in
the classroom covering biographical information about the author a review of the author s work and a summary of major themes in his her key texts key language features of the author frameworks to help children analyze
evaluate and compare texts and to develop personal opinions of authors works ideas for writing modeled on or developed from key texts speaking and listening opportunities drama and role play ideas and references to video
cd rom websites and ict activities inside each book is a full color pullout poster illustrating the work of the author which also has a set of challenges for children on the back michael morpurgo is the author of over 60 books for
children including sam s duck the butterfly lion the wreck of the zanzibar and kensuke s kingdom beginning with a detailed plan for structuring a half term s work on michael morpurgo this book presents activities that focus on
narrative structure character development settings and themes activities and games include focus on biography writing blurbs role playing ask the author creating a magazine article web page about the author exploring key
themes including bullies not liking school caring for animals relationships with older people and farm and country life creating a character sketch writing in role focusing on time with a story web analyzing setting and an in
depth study of the butterfly lio

War Horse
2012-09-24

a new york times and million copy bestseller the classic handbook on reading aloud to children revised and updated recommended by dear abby the new york times and the washington post for three decades millions of
parents and educators have turned to jim trelease s beloved classic to help countless children become avid readers through awakening their imaginations and improving their language skills now this new edition of the read
aloud handbook imparts the benefits rewards and importance of reading aloud to children of a new generation supported by delightful anecdotes as well as the latest research the read aloud handbook offers proven techniques
and strategies and the reasoning behind them for helping children discover the pleasures of reading and setting them on the road to becoming lifelong readers

Morpurgo: War Plays
2013-10-08

a powerful and inspiring tale of redemption from the author of war horse with a personal introduction to the story from michael morpurgo i know a good sort when i see one that s why i ve taken him on that s why i took you on
when a young lad strays into bad behaviour and thieving he soon finds himself in borstal prison for young men lonely and without hope but when mr alfie who manages the stables asks him to care for and tame a damaged
horse both are given a second chance could this bad lad s skill with horses help him follow his dreams
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Michael Morpurgo
2013-06-25

愛犬を亡くして 悲しむビリーが作ったスノーマンとスノードッグが動きだします 一緒にあそんだり 空をとんだりして夢のようなひと時を過ごすビリー スノードッグを動かして あそびましょう

The Read-Aloud Handbook
2012-05-01

helen peters sequel to the secret hen house theatre has all the same hallmarks great writing and an emotionally engaging entertaining story it s good to be back with hannah and the other characters they ve been much
missed the novel finds hannah s farm facing a new threat a water company wants to flood the land to make a reservoir how can hannah stand by and watch as her home the land her family has farmed for generations the
wildlife the ancient trees all disappear under a deluge of water she isn t going to go down without a fight and the school play might just be the answer when the going gets tough the tough take to the stage

Not Bad For A Bad Lad
2014-10

brand new classworks literacy texts give you high quality flexible resources tailored to meet current strategy requirements ordered into blocked units specifically to match the medium term plan these books provide banks of
photocopiables allowing you to dip in as and when you need material to fit the literacy sample plans a simple easy to use bank of texts only no lesson plans 50 pages of photocopiable resources per book blocked units to fit in
with the medium term plan up to date material for both the new and experienced teacher complements supports any teacher s resource literacy title

スノーマンとスノードッグ
2015-02-05

teaching visual literacy in the primary classroom shows how everyday literacy sessions can be made more exciting dynamic and effective by using a wide range of media and visual texts in the primary classroom in addition to
a wealth of practical teaching ideas the book outlines the vital importance of visual texts and shows how children can enjoy developing essential literacy skills through studying picture books film television and comic books
designed to take into account the renewed framework for literacy each chapter offers a complete guide to teaching this required area of literacy aimed at those who want to deliver high quality and stimulating literacy sessions
each chapter contains a range of detailed practical activities and resources which can be easily implemented into existing literacy teaching with minimal preparation in addition each chapter gives clear informative yet
accessible insights into the theory behind visual literacy containing a wealth of activities ideas and resources for teachers of both key stage 1 and key stage 2 this book discusses how children s literacy skills can be developed
and enhanced through exploring a range of innovative texts six chapters provide comprehensive guides to the teaching of the following media and literacy skills picture books film and television comic books visual literacy
skills genre adaptation teaching visual literacy in the primary classroom is an essential resource for all those who wish to find fresh and contemporary ways to teach literacy and will be useful not only to novices but also to
teachers who already have experience of teaching a range of media students primary school teachers literacy co ordinators and anyone who is passionate about giving pupils a relevant and up to date education will be
provided with everything they need to know about teaching this new and ever expanding area of literacy

The Farm Beneath the Water
2004

a spellbinding tale of survival and self discovery from award winning author michael morpurgo who is poised for breakthrough u s success when michael s parents lose their jobs they buy a boat and decide to sail around the
world with their son and their beloved dog it s an ideal trip until michael is swept overboard he s washed up on an island where he struggles to survive then he discovers that he s not alone his fellow castaway kensuke keeps
his distance at first but when michael s life is threatened he slowly lets the boy into his world the two teach and learn from each other until inevitably they must part ways
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Classworks Fiction and Poetry Year 6
2010-07-22

raises the novel legal question of animals during warfare highlighting deficiencies in current practice and suggesting new readings and reforms

Teaching Visual Literacy in the Primary Classroom
2003

containing over a hundred interviews conducted over the last fifteen years with leading directors actors and writers at the national theatre buzz buzz is a fantastic compendium that offers unrivalled insight into the work and
practice of the best theatre talent in these illuminating interviews playwrights such as michael frayn kwame kwei armah rebecca lenkiewicz david hare pam gems and tony kushner and many others talk about the roots of their
work their methods of research and how they collaborate with their directors while actors from fiona shaw to kenneth branagh and directors from peter hall to marianne elliott contribute fascinating insights into their ideas and
ways of working the book covers plays by the greeks and shakespeare english and european classics and the best of modern english irish and american drama theatre writer and commentator jonathan croall draws on the vast
wealth of interviews he s conducted at the national theatre in this fascinating and wide ranging book

Kensuke's Kingdom
2022-10-06

Animals in the International Law of Armed Conflict
2015-01-04

Buzz Buzz! Playwrights, Actors and Directors at the National Theatre
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